In these books based on episodes from Homers Odyssey, Mary Pope Osborne brings to life the exciting adventures of one of the greatest heroes of all time. Now in paperback!

My Personal Review:
The Odyssey is about this man named Odysseus and his adventure to the island of the Sun God. Its based on the original book, Homers Odyssey. Hes got to go through some amazing things to get to the Sun God. He also has to keep his men safe, plus he has to deal with his men, because they want to slay and eat the cattle of the sun god.

Odysseus had to fight 3 monsters on his way to the Sun God. He had to fight the Charybdis, which is a giant whirlpool. He has to fight the three-headed monster that killed six of his men. The last thing he had to fight was the lady merchants that led you to their island and killed you or you drowned on the way before you got there.

Then Odysseus got to the land of the Sun God and he told his men that if they slayed and ate the cattle that the sun god owned their families would be cursed. Then when he goes to sleep they eat the cattle because they havent eaten for a very long time.

The reason that I recommend this book is because its a fun book for all ages and it is a pretty fast read. Another reason I recommend this book is because its a fast paced historic fiction story. The last reason I recommend this book is because if youve read the other Mary Pope Osborn books, like the Magic Tree House books, youll love it.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Tales from the Odyssey: Sirens and Sea Monsters - Book #3 by Mary Pope Osborne - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!